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Abstract: Integrated PET/MR with simultaneous acquisition may improve the identification of pathologic findings in 
patients. This pilot study evaluated metabolic activity differences between epilepsy patients and healthy controls 
and directly correlated FDG uptake with MR regional abnormality. Epilepsy patients (n=11) and controls (n=6) were 
imaged on a whole-body simultaneous PET/MR scanner. After FDG injection, simultaneous images were acquired 
for 60 minutes. Statistical analyses on SUV values (over 117 brain regions, including left and right, for 96 corti-
cal and 21 subcortical regions) derived from three normalization methods, by individual subject’s mean cortical, 
white matter or global brain, were compared between groups. The asymmetry was compared. T2, T1 and PET co-
registered images were also used for lesion detection and correlation of PET and MR regional abnormality. Left and 
right postcentral gyri were found to be consistently hypermetabolic regions, while right temporal pole and planum 
polare were consistently hypometabolic regions by all three normalization methods. Using the asymmetry index 
(AI > 10% or SUV ratios > 1.2), more metabolic asymmetry regions were detected in patients than in controls, with 
96.2% agreement. The presence of hippocampal abnormalities or cortical tubers detected via T2 FLAIR in patients 
correlated well with the hypometabolism detected via FDG-PET. Our results showed specific patterns of metabolic 
abnormality and asymmetry over 117 brain regions in epilepsy patients, as compared to controls, suggest that si-
multaneous PET/MR imaging provides a useful tool to help understand etiopathogenesis and localize seizure foci.
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Introduction

Epilepsy is one of the most common neurologic 
disorders, affecting 0.5-1% of the population 
[1]. Early detection of epileptogenic regions 
could help presurgical evaluation and seizure 
control. Radionuclide imaging, such as positron 
emission tomography (PET), can demonstrate 
metabolic or functional abnormality especially 
in cases when structural imaging (CT or MR) is 
normal or equivocal. MR imaging may detect 
subtle or major malformations associated with 
seizures, which may not be associated with an 
obvious metabolic abnormality. Recently devel-
oped integrated PET/MR may improve the char-
acterization of pathologic findings by combining 
the simultaneously acquired MR and PET imag-
es. The high resolution of MRI can be utilized 
for the attenuation correction [2] and motion 
correction [3], and help to quantify PET data, 
e.g., arterial input function can be derived via 

MRI methods without blood sampling [4]. 
Integrated PET/MR holds great potential for 
brain research, especially for multi-parametric 
analysis of functional neuronal networks in epi-
lepsy patients. Image fusion can also be valu-
able in the presurgical evaluation for epilepsy 
surgery.

[18F]fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET can often 
detect interictal seizure foci as areas of focally 
reduced regional cerebral metabolic rate for 
glucose [5]. Focal cortical abnormalities of neu-
ronal architecture may be associated with inter-
ictal hypometabolism on FDG-PET scans [6, 7]. 
FDG-PET may also help to assess the integrity 
of the regions remote from focal abnormalities 
[8].

Although areas affected in epilepsy patients dif-
fer in their anatomical distribution, it may be 
necessary to run a normalization procedure in 
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order to compare the relative regional metabol-
ic rate within subjects, within a group, or 
between groups. This procedure removes inter-
subject differences in the absolute whole brain 
intensity by relativizing the absolute glucose 
metabolic rate in the whole brain to a reference 
area. For example, different amounts of a radio-
pharmaceutical or a contrast agent injected 
may result in inter-subject differences. Specific 
regional uptake can be expressed as a ratio of 
the uptake against a reference such as whole 
brain [9], white matter, or cortical area [10], to 
assist the detection of focal, bilateral and dif-
fuse cortical defects. At present, there is no 
consensus as to which reference region should 
be used. Focal cortical abnormalities can also 
be detected by comparing radiotracer uptake in 
regions of interest (ROIs) placed in homologous 
brain regions. This can be quantified by calcu-
lating asymmetry indices (AI).

PET and MRI co-registration images may be 
suboptimal to detect seizure foci since these 
two images were performed in different 
machines and at different times. Misregistration 
or various motion artifacts may introduce errors 
[11]. A combined PET/MR scanner with simulta-
neous acquisition permits simultaneous imag-
ing of physiologic and pathophysiologic pro-
cesses and provides both anatomical and 

We examined 17 subjects in this study (Table 1; 
eleven patients (6F, mean age 33) had epilepsy 
and were considered potential surgical candi-
dates at the New York University (NYU) Epilepsy 
Center). Diagnostic evaluation was performed 
following the standard presurgical evaluation, 
which also included clinical, neuropsychologi-
cal, and video-EEG studies. Seizure focus later-
alization/localization of patients was made by 
epileptologists based on clinical criteria includ-
ing neuroimaging, video-EEG, and intracranial 
EEG (iEEG) when available. We excluded 
patients with grossly structural distorted MRI 
that could interfere with image processing, 
serious medical/neurologic disease other than 
epilepsy, or serious psychiatric disease such as 
psychosis. For comparison, six healthy controls 
(HC) were recruited (2F, avg. age 26, respec-
tively). The research protocol was approved by 
the ethics committee of the New York University 
Medical Center.

All subjects were free of serious medical or 
non-epilepsy neurological disorders such as 
dementia, cancer, cardiovascular, endocrine, 
renal, liver, or thyroid pathology. Exclusion crite-
ria included pregnancy/breast feeding, urine 
positive for drugs with abuse liability, current 
psychiatric treatment for disorders such as 
depression and bipolar disease, regular use of 

Table 1. Subject characteristics for healthy controls 
(HC) and patients (Pt)
Group Age Gender Diagnosis (Epileptic side)
HC01 36 F NA
HC02 24 M NA
HC03 24 M NA
HC04 28 M NA
HC05 20 M NA
HC06 23 F NA
Pt01 24 F Left
Pt02 32 M Right
Pt03 32 F Bilateral
Pt04 58 M TSC; seizure localization uncertain
Pt05 46 F Bilateral
Pt06 17 M Right
Pt07 60 M Right
Pt08 52 M Bilateral
Pt09 9 F Left
Pt10 10 F Right
Pt11 24 F Left
NA: not applicable; TSC: tuberous sclerosis complex.

functional information on the same subject. 
It allows direct correlations of PET data with 
MR-detected patterns of neural synchrony in 
both grey and white matters; e.g., resting-
state fMRI, diffusional kurtosis imaging, and 
MRS. This multi-modal analysis will facilitate 
the identification of an optimal biomarker. To 
demonstrate feasibility of this, we initiated a 
pilot study using FDG in patients with epilep-
sy, and compared to healthy controls. In this 
preliminary report, quantitative data analy-
sis on glucose metabolism in ~120 brain 
regions was compared between two groups 
using three normalization methods (i.e., with 
means of cortical area, deep white matter or 
global brain, as a reference). Subject asym-
metry was accessed via asymmetry indices. 
Direct correlations of FDG uptake to MR find-
ings for specific regional abnormality in 
patients were also presented.

Material and methods

Patients and control subjects
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any psychotropic drugs, and MRI-incompatible 
implants and other contraindications for MRI.

PET/MR protocol

All examinations were performed using an inte-
grated PET/MR system (Biograph, Siemens 
Healthcare), which allows for simultaneous 
acquisition of PET and MR of the brain. The sys-
tem consists of an MR-compatible PET system 
inserted into a modified whole-body MR scan-
ner at a field-strength of 3 T. The PET scanner 
has an axial field of view (FOV) of 19.25 cm. A 
standard birdcage transmit/receive head coil 
with an additional eight-channel receive-only 
coil inside was used for all examinations. After 
6 h of fasting and blood-sugar surveillance, a 
bolus of FDG (185-310 MBq) was injected 
intravenously (max. injected dose: 10 mCi. For 
subjects < 18 yrs, dose was adjusted by weight, 
0.1 mCi/kg). All image data were acquired in a 
listmode; all information for each coincidence 
event (e.g., timing and detector locations) was 
stored on a hard disk during the scan for retro-
spective data histograming and reconstruction. 
After the scan all coincidence data were sorted 
into a 3D PET sinogram, which were subse-
quently reconstructed using an iterative 3D-OP-
OSEM algorithm with 3 iterations and 21 sub-
sets, or a Fourier rebinning of the 3D sinogram 
data followed by a 2D FBP reconstruction. 
Dixon sequence was acquired to obtain a 
μ-map for attenuation correction (AC) of PET 
data. The image volume consists of 127 trans-
axial image planes with a matrix size of 2 mm × 
2 mm × 2 mm.

During PET data acquisition (for approx. 60 
min), standard MR clinical pulse sequences 
were acquired as follows: a transversal 
2D-encoded fluid attenuated inversion recov-
ery (FLAIR) sequence (TR/TE, 9000/89; echo 
train length, 21; inversion time, 2.5 s; matrix 
size, 512 × 512; in-plane resolution, 0.5 mm × 
0.5 mm; slice thickness, 3.5 mm; and band-
width, 287 Hz/pixel); and sagittal 3D-encoded 
magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisition gra-
dient-echo (MPRAGE) sequence (TR/TE, 1360/ 
2.19; TI, 0.8 s; matrix size, 256 × 256 × 160; 
resolution, 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm; bandwidth, 
199 Hz/pixel).

Post-processing by FSL

All MRI and PET DICOM images were converted 
to Nifti format using the software Mango 

(http://ric.uthscsa.edu/mango/). The image 
data were preprocessed using MATLAB7.6 to 
obtain SUV (standardized uptake value)-coded 
PET images. SUV is defined as the ratio of the 
average radioactivity concentration obtained 
for each region to the injected dose per subject 
weight.

The summed SUV-coded FDG-PET images were 
registered to the individual subject’s high-reso-
lution T1 structural images, which, in turn, was 
registered to a 2 mm resolution standard 
MNI152 (Montreal Neurological Institute, Mon- 
treal, Québec, Canada) template by using an 
image registration tool (FLIRT, FMRIB’s linear 
image registration tool; University of Oxford, 
www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/flirt/index.html) via a 
12-parameter rigid registration using normal-
ized mutual information in FSL.

In FSL, all the atlases are registered to the MNI 
152 model. The HarvardOxford Probabilistic 
atlas covers 96 cortical and 21 subcortical 
structural areas, derived from structural data 
and segmentations provided by the Harvard 
Center for Morphometric Analysis [12]. The 
regions of interest (ROI) identified by the 
Harvard-Oxford Atlas were used to create 117 
masks and the mean SUV value for each mask 
was then calculated.

For direct correlation of FDG uptake with MR 
findings in patients, the FDG-PET images of 
selected cases were registered to the subject’s 
own T2 FLAIR MR images by using FLIRT via a 
12-parameter rigid registration using normal-
ized mutual information in FSL. The lesions of 
abnormal signal detected by T2 FLAIR were 
manually drawn as ROIs and applied to the 
same areas on the PET-T2 co-registered imag-
es. The ROIs of contralateral homologous 
regions were used as reference. The SUVs of 
the lesion ROIs and the contralateral ROIs on 
PET images were compared.

Compare healthy controls and epilepsy 
patients using three normalization reference 
methods

Scans from epilepsy patients and healthy con-
trol subjects were compared to detect abnor-
mality regions using quantitative analysis. 
Three normalization methods were evaluated; 
that is, the mean SUV value of each region was 
normalized by dividing by the whole-brain mean 
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Table 2. Comparison of metabolic activity between epilepsy patients and healthy controls in 117 brain regions using three normalization meth-
ods
Metabolism SUVWM_norm p SUVCOR_norm p SUVglobal_norm p

Pt > HC L-Postcentral Gyrus (Mask33) 0.027 L-Postcentral Gyrus (Mask33) 0.035 L-Postcentral Gyrus (Mask33) 0.044
Pt > HC R-Postcentral Gyrus (Mask34) 0.016 R-Postcentral Gyrus (Mask34) 0.016 R-Postcentral Gyrus (Mask34) 0.047
Pt > HC R-Middle Frontal Gyrus (Mask8) 0.044 R-Middle Frontal Gyrus (Mask8) 0.044
Pt > HC R-Precentral Gyrus (Mask14) 0.012 R-Precentral Gyrus (Mask14) 0.035
Pt > HC L-Superior Parietal Lobule (Mask35) 0.012 L-Superior Parietal Lobule (Mask35) 0.035
Pt > HC L_Precentral Gyrus (Mask13) 0.044
Pt < HC R-Temporal Pole (Mask16) 0.044 R-Temporal Pole ( Mask16) 0.035 R-Temporal Pole (Mask16) 0.035
Pt < HC L-Planum Polare (Mask87) 0.016 L-Planum Polare (Mask87) 0.009 L-Planum Polare (Mask87) 0.007

R-Insular Cortex (Mask4) 0.016 R-Insular Cortex (Mask4) 0.021
L-Temporal Fusiform Cortex, anterior (Mask73) 0.035 L-Temporal Fusiform Cortex, anterior (Mask73) 0.035

L-Insular Cortex (Mask3) 0.044
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value (SUVglobal_norm), or by the mean value of all 
cortical regions (SUVCOR_norm), or by the deep 
white matter value (SUVWM_norm). The SUVglobal_

norm value for each subject was calculated from 
a ROI that includes whole brain (excluding air) 
generated in Mango with threshold mask > 1 
from the SUV-coded brain images as described 
above. The SUVCOR_norm was the mean SUV val-
ues of all cortical masks (masks 1-96 based on 
HarvardOxford Probabilistic atlas) and the 
SUVWM_norm was calculated from the deep white 
matter regions within the cerebellum based on 
HarvardOxford Probabilistic atlas. The normal-
ized SUV values were then compared over the 
same anatomical areas between healthy con-
trols and epilepsy patients. The SUV differenc-
es between right and left homologous brain 
regions were also compared using these three 
normalization methods.

Statistical analysis

Values were reported as mean ± standard devi-
ation. The Mann-Whitney U test and Wilcoxon 
sign rank test were performed to evaluate the 
differences in normalized SUV between healthy 
controls and epilepsy patients. P value < 0.05 
was considered significant. SPSS (version 17.0; 
SPSS Inc.) was used for the data analyses.

Results

Compare metabolic activities in epilepsy 
patients and healthy controls using three nor-
malization methods

Based on the statistical analyses on 117 brain 
regions examined, hypermetabolism in patients 
as compared to controls (Pt > HC) were detect-

Figure 1. On the FDG-PET and MRI co-registered images, the upper row de-
picts the masks of right postcentral (red) and left precentral gyri (blue) that 
show hypermetabolism in epilepsy patients. The lower row depicts the masks 
of right temporal pole (yellow) and left planum polare (green) that show hypo-
metabolism in epilepsy patients.

Compare asymmetry in 
healthy controls and epilepsy 
patients using asymmetry 
index and SUV ratios

An asymmetry index [13, 14] 
(AI, used for detection of left-
right asymmetries in neurode-
generative diseases) within 
each dataset was calculated 
for PET datasets based on 
the following equation: (mean 
value right ROIs - mean value 
left ROIs)/(mean value right 
ROIs + mean value left 
ROIs)*100, given in percent. 
Adult studies consider that an 
asymmetry of homologous 
cortical regions of 10~15% is 
abnormal [15, 16]. SUV ratios 
were calculated by dividing 
the SUV of the ipsilateral ROI 
by that of the contralateral 
homotopic ROI. A SUV ratio of 
≥ 1.10 (i.e., ≥ 10%) was con-
sidered glucose hypermetab-
olism [17].

We evaluated the sensitivity 
of AI and SUV ratios in detect-
ing metabolic asymmetry in 
all subjects, using AI>10% 
and SUV ratios (≥ 1.10 or > 
1.2) as the asymmetry thre- 
sholds.
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ed in 6 regions with SUVWM_norm, 5 regions with 
SUVCOR_norm, and 2 regions with SUVglobal_norm, as 
the normalization method (Table 2). Left and 
right postcentral gyri were consistently detect-
ed as hypermetabolic regions by all three nor-
malization methods (Figure 1).

Hypometabolism in patients as compared to 
controls (Pt < HC) were detected in 2 regions 
with SUVWM_norm, 4 regions with SUVCOR_norm, and 
5 regions with SUVglobal_norm. Right temporal pole 
and planum polare (anterior portion of the 
superior surface of the temporal lobe) were 
consistently detected as hypometabolic regions 
by all three normalization methods (the loca-
tions of these four ROIs, two hyper- & two hypo-

cordant (Table 3), suggesting an overall weight-
ed agreement of 96.2%.

When SUV ratio threshold was set as > 1.1, 
additional metabolic asymmetric regions (23 
regions) were detected compared to the thresh-
old 1.2, suggesting that SUV ratios > 1.1 might 
be more sensitive but less concordant with AI > 
10% in detecting hypometabolism areas.

Direct correlation of FDG uptake with MR find-
ings on selected cases

A 60-year-old male patient (case 7) showed 
abnormal signal and enlargement in right medi-
al temporal lobe on T2 FLAIR image. The co-

Table 3. Comparison of asymmetric index and SUV ratios in detecting metabolic asymmetry
Area AI > 10% SUV ratios > 1.2
L-Temporal Pole (Mask15) - Pt09
L-Superior Temporal Gyrus, posterior division (Mask19) Pt04 Pt04
L-Middle Temporal Gyrus, anterior division (Mask21) Pt04 Pt04
L-Middle Temporal Gyrus, posterior division (Mask23) - Pt04
L-Inferior Temporal Gyrus, anterior division (Mask27) HC04, Pt04, Pt09 HC04, Pt04, Pt09
L-Intracalcarine Cortex (Mask47) Pt09 Pt09
L-Temporal Fusiform Cortex, anterior division (Mask73) - Pt06
L-Planum Polare (Mask87) Pt04 Pt04
L-Supracalcarine Cortex (Mask93) Pt09 Pt09
L-Cerebral Cortex (Mask202) Pt04, Pt08 Pt04, Pt08
L-Lateral Ventricle (Mask203) Pt08 Pt08
L-Thalamus (Mask204) Pt04 Pt04
L-Pallidum (Mask207) HC01~06, Pt01~12 HC01~06, Pt01~12
L-Accumbens (Mask211) Pt07 Pt02, Pt07

Figure 2. A: A 60-year-old male patient (case 7) shows abnormal signal and 
enlargement in right medial temporal lobe on T2 FLAIR image, as compared 
to the contralateral ROI. B: The co-registered FDG-PET and MRI image shows 
that this lesion has lower SUV (SUV=2.8) than contralateral homologous cor-
tical region (SUV=3.7).

metabolism regions, are sho- 
wn in Figure 1).

Compare asymmetry in 
healthy controls and epilepsy 
patients with asymmetry 
index and SUV ratios

Regarding metabolic asymme-
try detection on a regional 
basis, epilepsy patients had 
more regions of metabolic 
asymmetry than healthy sub-
jects. Based on the analysis of 
the overall pool of 106 regi- 
ons, the AI > 10% and/or SUV 
ratios > 1.2 detected 14 (13%) 
asymmetric brain regions 
(SUVright > SUVleft). Only 4 re- 
gions in 4 patients were dis-
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registered PET image confirmed that a lower 
SUV for the lesion area than that of the contra-
lateral homologous cortical region (Figure 2).

A 58-year-old male patient (case 4) with tuber-
ous sclerosis complex (TSC) showed an abnor-
mal cortical tuber in right parietal lobe on T2 
FLAIR image. TSC is a genetic disorder and 
80-90% of TSC patients suffer with epilepsy, 
the most prevalent and disabling clinical mani-
festation of TSC and can be medically refracto-
ry [18-20]. The co-registered PET image dem-
onstrated a lower SUV for the tuber than the 
contralateral homologous cortical region (Fig- 
ure 3), consistent with previous studies show-
ing hypometabolism in TSC tubers [21].

and SUV ratios > 1.2 were concordant in detect-
ing asymmetry in different brain regions. There- 
fore, integrated PET/MR can play an important 
role in the evaluation of epilepsy patients by 
revealing underlying abnormalities and helping 
understand their etiopathogenesis.

Interictal 18F-FDG PET typically shows reduced 
hypometabolism in the epileptogenic region, 
which can result from a variety of mechanisms, 
including neuronal loss, diaschisis, reduced 
synaptic density, or excess inhibition [22]. 
Cortical hypometabolism may be associated 
with the duration, frequency, and severity of the 
seizures [23]. Hippocampal sclerosis is a com-
mon etiology in adult epilepsy, which may 

Figure 3. A: A 58-year-old male patient (case 4) with tuberous sclerosis shows an 
abnormal cortical tuber in right parietal lobe on T2 FLAIR image. B. The co-reg-
istered FDG-PET and MRI image shows that this lesion has lower SUV (SUV=5.3) 
than contralateral homologous cortical region (SUV=6.3).

Figure 4. A: A 9-year-old female patient (case 9) with left hippocampal sclero-
sis shows slightly atrophy of left hippocampus on T2 FLAIR image. B: The co-
registered FDG-PET and MRI image shows that left hippocampus has lower SUV 
(SUV=3.2) than right hippocampus (SUV=3.8).

A 9-year-old female patient 
(case 9) with left hippocam-
pal sclerosis showed slight-
ly atrophy of left hippocam-
pus on T2 FLAIR image. The 
co-registered PET image 
showed that the left hippo-
campus had lower SUV 
than right hippocampus 
(Figure 4).

Discussion

Our study examined the 
PET activity differences 
between epilepsy patients 
and healthy controls using 
a quantitative approach for 
different brain regions by 
simultaneously acquired 
and coregistered PET/MR. 
By using three normaliza-
tion methods, the hyper-
metabolic regions in pati- 
ents were consistently de- 
tected in the both postcen-
tral gyri, and hypometabol-
ic regions were consistently 
found in and right temporal 
pole and planum polare in 
patients as compared to 
healthy controls. In addi-
tion, SUVCOR_norm detected 
more asymmetric homolo-
gus brain regions than 
SUVWM_norm and SUVglobal_norm, 
both in healthy controls 
and epilepsy patients. We 
also found that AI > 10% 
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explain why the temporal pole and planum 
polare (anterior portion of the superior surface 
of the temporal lobe) were two nearby regions 
that showed significant hypometabolism in the 
patients compared to healthy controls in our 
study.

In epilepsy patients, a restricted area of focal 
hypermetabolism is frequently concordant with 
surface electroencephalographic (EEG) record-
ing during the ictal PET [24]. This area is sug-
gestive of epileptogenic focus and would show 
hypometabolism in the interictal PET. However, 
paradoxical increase in focal cortical glucose 
metabolism occurs in some epilepsy patients 
with malformations of cortical development 
[25], possibly resulting from extremely frequent 
interictal discharges. Although the hyperme-
tabolism findings in our interictal PET/MR study 
of epilepsy patients relative to normal controls 
are atypical, progressive, age-dependent meta-
bolic changes (hyper- as well as hypometabo-
lism) occur in the brain of rats during epilepto-
genesis [17, 26-28]. Studies of the interictal 
state in various rat models also found evidence 
for bilateral hypermetabolism in the amygdala/
hippocampal complex [29-31]. Children with 
transient hypermetabolism had a higher rate of 
subsequent epilepsy surgery as compared to 
those without hypermetabolism [17]. Hyper- 
metabolism can also occur shortly after the 
first clinical seizures in children with Sturge-
Weber syndrome [32]. Eiderlberg and his col-
leagues have suggested that abnormal electri-
cal activity originating in the seizure focus could 
affect remote areas, which could lead to meta-
bolic abnormalities. In their interictal study, 
they reported both elevations (hyper-) and 
depressions (hypo-) of metabolism in TLE 
patients, as compared to normal controls 
(Rubin 1995). The hypermetabolism of the 
postcentral gyrus (primary sensory cortex) and 
precentral gyrus (primary motor cortex) were 
observed in our interictal studies. These find-
ings have not been reported previously and are 
not well understood. To our knowledge, our 
study is the first to compare epilepsy patients 
with control in over 117 brain regions. Epilepsy 
(seizure disorders) has been characterized as 
clinical or subclinical disturbances of cortical 
function due to a sudden, abnormal, excessive, 
and disorganized discharge of brain cells, with 
clinical manifestations including abnormal 
motor, sensory and psychic phenomena [33]. 
Our findings on the metabolic alterations in the 

sensory and motor cortex of epilepsy patients 
are in fact consistent with the neurological 
manifestations in epilepsy. We hypothesize 
potential mechanisms: 1) disinhibition of pri-
mary sensorimotor regions from compensatory 
processes originating in other brain regions, 2) 
subtle malformations of cortical development 
may be present in sensorimotor regions in 
some patients, and 3) other unknown process-
es. However, more studies with large group of 
patients are necessary to replicate our findings 
and assess our hypotheses.

To detect subtle abnormalities that are likely to 
be missed on visual inspection, quantification 
of radiotracer uptake in different cortical 
regions is necessary, especially for localization 
of epileptogenic zones. Several investigations 
have examined quantitative features of PET in 
epilepsy patients with varying results [34-41]. 
Prior studies used labor-intensive methods 
(e.g., hand-drawn region-of-interest (ROI) analy-
ses) [38-40] or quantitatively analyzed differ-
ences in ROIs using a probabilistic atlas based 
on normal anatomical information [42]. Such 
atlases estimate the probability that a given 
voxel in a standard space belongs to a particu-
lar region. Probability estimates are based on 
the proportion of voxels at a given location in a 
set of individual manually labeled brains regis-
tered to the template space that have been 
assigned any given label [43]. For example, the 
Harvard-Oxford atlas (distributed with the FSL 
software package; http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/
fsl/), was created by affine-registering 37 indi-
vidual scans that were each manually parcel-
lated according to the morphometric analysis 
[44] to MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) 
space using the FLIRT tool in FSL. These voxel-
based morphometry analyses provide quantita-
tive assessment of the neocortex in various 
forms of epilepsy and have the potential to 
demonstrate subtle abnormalities that are not 
identified by eye because of anatomic variabili-
ty [45].

Our quantitative voxel-based analysis of PET 
activity may add values to visual qualitative 
analysis. It has replaced manual ROI analysis 
and has provided tools to make statistical infer-
ences at voxel level [46]. Quantitative analysis 
can performed equally well in both left and 
right hemispheres, whereas visual analysis was 
more sensitive in detecting left-hemispheric 
hypometabolism [47]. However, some degree 
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of normal glucose metabolic asymmetry, par-
ticularly lower metabolism in the left cortex, is 
present in the normal human brain [48]. 
Therefore, the cut-off level of asymmetry is 
important for determining abnormalities and 
differentiating patients from healthy subjects. 
Our results of concordance of AI > 10% and 
SUV ratios > 1.2 may be helpful to apply these 
two methods to detect asymmetric glucose 
metabolism for searching epileptogenic foci in 
epilepsy patients.

The versatility of MR imaging method, the bet-
ter soft-tissue contrast and the operation with-
out ionizing radiation may render PET/MR the 
preferred hybrid imaging technique for many 
applications [49]. The use of non-invasive PET/
MR imaging to identify the epileptic zone could 
reduce the need for more expensive stereo-
EEG investigations, while providing a better 
diagnostic definition of patients with complex 
epilepsy. Alternatively, in patients who are not 
candidates for surgical treatment, the new 
approach may give insight into the physiologi-
cal mechanism of drug-resistance or possibly 
inform the development of innovative treat-
ment strategies [50].

The limitation of our study is that the patients 
were not homogenous and not age-matched to 
controls. Besides, in the PET/MR system, an 
acquisition time of 60 min was chosen to take 
advantage of the simultaneous acquisition of 
MR imaging. The optimal time frame for PET 
acquisition in the PET/MR is a current research 
subject. Furthermore, confounding clinical 
issues that may affect global or regional cere-
bral metabolism - such as the type of seizures, 
time since the most recent seizure, neuropsy-
chiatric conditions such as depression, and use 
of anticonvulsants - should be considered in 
the evaluation of PET scans. The fact that our 
preliminary results (e.g., abnormal regional glu-
cose metabolism and prevalence of asymme-
try) are consistent with the clinical data of epi-
lepsy patients suggests that simultaneous 
PET/MR imaging provides a useful imaging tool 
to identify regional abnormality and assist in 
localizing the seizure focus. Therefore, the 
results of this study may pave the way for larger 
prospective PET studies in epilepsy popula-
tions. This would also allow further analysis of 
PET performance in different brain regions, 
which could not be done in the present study 
because of the limited sample size.

Conclusion

Our study of interictal metabolic alterations in 
epilepsy employed: (1) a state-of-the-art inte-
grated PET/MR scanner with simultaneous 
acquisition, (2) a normal control group as a sta-
ble reference for metabolic and asymmetry 
comparisons, (3) quantitative data analysis 
methods for over 117 brain regions, (4) statisti-
cal analyses on SUV values derived from three 
normalization methods for comparison to avoid 
potential sources of variability, (5) direct corre-
lations of FDG uptake with MR regional abnor-
mality. We found both hypermetabolism and 
hypometabolism regions that were consistently 
detected by all three normalization methods in 
the interictal state compared with normal con-
trols. Some of the abnormalities beyond the 
typically investigated temporal regions were in 
fact consistent with the clinical manifestations 
of epilepsy, including abnormal motor and sen-
sory systems.

Taken together, as an innovative and more 
comprehensive approach to the study of epi-
lepsy, simultaneous PET/MR may play an 
increasingly important role in the non-invasive 
evaluation of patients with epilepsy. It can also 
be used in the evaluation of various epileptic 
syndromes, particularly those with unknown 
causes, by revealing some underlying abnor-
malities, thus helping to understand etiopatho-
genesis but also to assist in more accurate 
planning for resective surgery.
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